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Conservatories are a convenient way to add value to your home without spending too much of your
money. Based on the type of conservatory you purchase, the required expertise is applied to
construct it. You can always take use of the professional help but if you want to cut that cost you
can build it yourself. But there are conservatories like Florida rooms that are not easy to build. They
require proper knowledge of carpentry and good skills at building a structure. Amateurs face a hard
time at it. These require UPVC constituents, some optional materials such as wood, brick, cement,
etc. that have to be treated and molded into proper shape so they can be assembled into a
meaningful room. These tasks are difficult to perform without proper carpentry skills. If you donâ€™t
have sufficient knowledge about carpentry then donâ€™t be dishearten. Go for an easier way with Do It
Yourself (DIY) self-assembly conservatories. These contain solarium parts that are ready to be out
into a proper structure and are easy to assemble even if you are a beginner. It usually contains
UPVC, doors, corner posts, connecting strips, flexible corners, roof panels, bolts, screws, and the
best part is step by step user manual. These are excellent option for those who want an extra living
space but did not know how to proceed with fulfilling their wish. These have become very successful
and popular among home owners.

Conservatories types:

Traditional conservatories prices  are usually made from PVC or hardwood. These include
Edwardian, Victorian, and Georgian types. But with the advancement in building techniques more
and more people are moving away from traditional conservatories to more contemporary design of
conservatory.

Contemporary conservatories are a solution for such home owners who donâ€™t want to apply classic
or traditional conservatory designs to their homes. These are best alternatives to suit your modern
home design needs. These conservatories can be tailored to the needs of the home owners.

Orangery conservatories have a flat roof area with lesser area of glass that offers more privacy to
the home owners. These have one or more lanterns set inside it. These are usually made of
hardwood.

Conservatory shapes also differ from one to another. Some common shapes include:

Lean-to style conservatories are one of smallest types and also the most basic. It is much cheaper
to build and also makes the best use of a small and limited space. If height of the conservatory is
restricted by the height of the home then these are best suitable for you.

Gable ended style is more suitable for old than modern homes. These are applied to the traditional 
conservatories prices . Double hipped is pitched in style and will accommodate any height
restrictions.

P shape styles are ideal for large homes. These are divided into a vertical lean to design and an
attached semi-circle traditional design.
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